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1. List four scriptures having to do with God’s purpose and design of creation. (pp.240-241 | k.2600)

2. Why is there no force to arguments by atheists saying the vast amount of uninhabited space argues against
God’s concern for humans? (p.241 | k.2604)

3. What is the “Copernican Principle”? (p.241 | k.2606)

4. What is human value based on? (p.241 | k.2611)

5. While Christianity predicts that ___________________ in nature will be evident, it does not predict a
_____________________ world untouched by ________ and corruption. (p.242 | k.2616)

6. What atheist philosopher became a theist in 2007, and what arguments led him to that conclusion? 
(p.243 | k.2632)

7. What seven areas of science already use a design detection method? (p.244 | k.2639)

8. What three factors make up Dembski’s “design filter”? (pp.244-246 | k.2655)
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9. Write out the three steps in the design filter argument. (p.246 | k.2661)

1.

2.

3.

10. What is the “God of the gaps”? (p.246 | k.2666)

11. What is the problem with rejecting all design arguments in principle? (p.247 | k.2674)

12. The basic argument states that without a _____________________, given the ____________, a 
life-______________________ universe would be much more likely than a life-_________________
and human-friendly _______________________. Our universe is much better explained according to a
__________________ that fine-tuned it for life. (p.249 | k.2696)

13. Fred Hoyle summarizes the fine-tuning data by saying: “A common sense interpretation of the facts 
suggests that a _______________  ____________________ has monkeyed with the physics, as well
as the chemistry and biology, and that there are no ________________ forces worth speaking about 
in nature.” (p.253 | k.2739)

14. Gonzales and Richards say that the earth is not just fine-tuned for life. What else do they argue?
(p.253 | k.2741)
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15. Write out the argument for the fine-tuning of the universe: (p.254 | k.2748)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

16. What is the truim objection? (p.254 | k.2753)

17. Why does the truism objection fail? (p.255 | k.2760)

18. What is the inscrutable odds objection? (p.257 | k.2779)
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19. What’s wrong with the inscrutable odds objection? (p.258 | k.2790)

20. Why do naturalistic explanations seldom invoke chance? (p.258 | k.2792)

21. Why is multiverse theory often invoked to explain fine-tuning? (p.258 | k.2795)

22. What problem is encountered of one posits an actual infinity of existent universes? (p.260 | k.2819)

23. What is the author’s short assessment of multiverse theory? (p.261 | k.2833)

24. What is the more-fundamental-law objection? (p.262 | k.2843)
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25. Would finding some sort of “superlaw” explain away the design hypothesis? Explain. (p.263 | k.2849)

26. Give a couple of reasons why a pantheistic explanation for design fails. (p.264 | k.2861)

YOUR OWN WORDS

27. How do you detect design in your everyday experience?

28. How would you state the fine-tuning argument in the simplest way possible?


